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Versatile machines that deliver 
performance, flexibility and value.
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The perfect choice for packaging fresh and frozen products.

This machine is the perfect  
choice for bagging fresh and  
frozen poultry products.  That’s 
because it’s the industry’s only 
available equipment that fea- 
tures a full stainless steel angled 
frame and servo-drive jaw 
actuation.  

The rugged, ultra-sanitary 
design of the ES400 makes this 
equipment the poultry industry’s 
finest performer.  But consider all 
of the other great capabilities this 
machine delivers, too:

• Operates at speeds up to 60 
cycles per minute

• Accommodates all popular bag 
styles, including:
– Pillow-style
– Flat-bottom
– Gusseted
– Euroslot / hole punch

• Broad bag size ranges:
– 100 mm x 100 mm minimum
– 400 mm x 600 mm maximum

The ES400 VFFS packaging machine 
accommodates many function options 
and accessories, infeed and takeaway 
conveyors. It also integrates seam-
lessly into your existing processing 
operations including fillers, printers, 
metal detectors, label applicators, 
checkweighers and other activities.

ES400 Equipment 
Features and Options

Key Features and Benefits:

•  Allen Bradley control platform

•  Washdown construction 
including robust, fully 
stainless steel angled frame 
and guard doors

•  Servo-drive jaw actuation

•  Running speeds up to 60 
cycles per minute

•  Runs most film structures

•  Storage for 50 product recipes

•  Off-the-shelf components

•  Easily accessible, open-
frame design, with minimal 
maintenance requirements

• No tool changeover

Select Options:

•  Siemens control platform

•  Flat bottom bag assembly

•  Round or Euro hole punch

•  Carry-handle pouch

•  Tear notch

•  Infeed and takeaway 
conveyors

•  Remote diagnostics

When it comes to packaging technology, it’s important to choose the best 

performing systems that prove themselves every day in the rigors of the 

meat processing environment – including harsh plant operating conditions 

and punishing chemical washdown procedures.  

In the VFFS world, that choice is Viking Masek … and it’s why Gainco 

is the exclusive authorized distributor of Viking Masek form-fill-seal 

equipment for the poultry processing industry in the United States.  

Of the numerous styles of VFFS machines manufactured by Viking 

Masek, three are particularly well-suited for the poultry and meat process-

ing environment.
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Packaging projects become easy 
with the Velocity continuous 
motion VFFS packaging machine.  
It’s specially engineered for fast, 
continuous packaging activity.  
In fact, it’s the fastest continuous-
motion machine available 
anywhere, operating at up to 300 
cycles per minute.

Other capabilities of the Velocity 
VFFS machine include:

• A robust stainless steel frame and 
servo jaw actuation

• Accommodates popular bag 
styles including:

– Pillow-style
– Gusseted
– Euroslot / hole punch

• Bag size ranges:

– 50 mm x 100 mm minimum
– 250 mm x 1,000 mm maximum

Another key feature of this machine 
is its small footprint, making it the 
natural choice for plants where 
space availability is limited.  

The Velocity VFFS packaging 
machine accommodates many 
function options and accessories, 
infeed and takeaway conveyors. It 
will integrate seamlessly into your 
existing processing operations 

including fillers, printers, metal 
detectors, label applicators, 
checkweighers and other activities.

Velocity Equipment 
Features and Options

Key Features and Benefits:
• Robust stainless steel frame

• Servo jaw actuation with 
patented, dual rotary jaws

• Continuous motion operation

• Runs most film structures

• Storage for 50 product recipes

• Off-the-shelf components

• Minimal maintenance 
requirements

• No tool changeover

Select Options:
• Siemens or Allen Bradley 

control platform

• Round or Euro hole punch

• Tear notch

• Chain bag capability

• Infeed and takeaway conveyors

• Remote diagnostics

Service You Can  
Really Count On
As part of doing business with 
Gainco, you have access to our 
Blue Ribbon Service and factory-
trained technicians to handle 
planned or unplanned service 
and maintenance.

Emergency Repairs
Should the need ever arise, your 
repair needs are our top priority to 
get your equipment back online 
as quickly as possible. We’ll repair 
your system to Viking Masek 
specifications using factory parts. 

Preventive Maintenance
Our program includes visits to 
your facility to:

• Perform a comprehensive 
inspection of all subsystems

• Calibrate all operating para-
meters to Viking Masek specs

• Assure proper installation
• Report on any system 

sensitivities
• Provide a certification sticker 

and full service report on 
inspected units

Peace of mind.
Rely on Viking Masek products 
and our team of technicians, so 
you can focus 100% of your effort 
instead on delivering top quality 
food products. 

Velocity VFFS Machine
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Take the Next Step
To learn more about how Viking Masek vertical form-fill-seal packaging 
systems will benefit your poultry processing operation’s efficiency and 
profitability, call toll-free 877-869-7410 to speak with one of our processing 
consultants. Or, e-mail your request to sales@gainco.com.

M400 Equipment 
Features and Options

Key Features and Benefits:
•  Robust stainless steel frame

•  Small machine footprint

•  Enclosed direct-drive jaw 
actuation with jaw obstruction 
detection

•  Running speeds up to 100 
cycles per minute

•  Short film path … runs most 
film structures

•  Automatic film tracking

•  Storage for 100 product recipes

•  Off-the-shelf components

•  Minimal maintenance 
requirements

•  No tool changeover

Select Options:
•  Siemens or Allen Bradley 

control platform

•  Quad-seal, flat-bottom and 
doy-style bag assembly

•  Round or Euro hole punch

•  Tear notch

•  Infeed and takeaway 
conveyors

•  Remote diagnostics

The Viking Masek M400 vertical 
form-fill-seal packaging machine 
is the clear choice when you’re 
seeking a VFFS machine that can 
accommodate a host of different 
bag styles – including three-side 
seal bags with zipper tape plus 
highly-attractive quad-seal bags that 
consumers love so much.  

Moreover, the machine allows for 
easy changeovers in just minutes to 
form pillow-style bags.  Clearly, when 
flexibility and bagging versatility is 
the need, the M400 is the solution.  
Here are just some of the great 
capabilities this machine delivers:

• A robust stainless steel frame

• Enclosed, direct-drive jaw 
actuation

• Operates at speeds up to 100 
cycles per minute

• Accommodates a wide range of 
bag styles, including:

– Brickfold-down / tape-down
– Quad-seal / flat bottom
– Standup style with handle
– Pillow-style
– Doy style stand-up bags
– Three-side seal zipper-tape 

poly bags
– Euroslot / hole punch

• Broad bag size ranges:

– 60 mm x 60 mm minimum
– 400 mm x 500 mm maximum

The M400 VFFS packaging 
machine accommodates many 
function options and accessories, 
infeed and takeaway conveyors.  
It also integrates seamlessly into 
your existing processing operations 
including fillers, printers, metal 
detectors, label applicators, 
checkweighers and other activities.
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